
Traits, states and 
behaviours that predict 

COGNITIVE RESILIENCE 



Cognitive Resilience 
The capacity to maintain, and/or recover cognitive function 
under conditions of challenge or stress 









We had three questions 
1. Is cognition similarly affected by different stressors? 

2. Can individual characteristics predict cognitive resilience? 

3. Does physiology precede performance decrement? 
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Session 1 Sessions 2 to 5 Thank-You 



We had three questions 
1. Is cognition similarly affected by different stressors? 



YES 

Reaction time on the psychomotor vigilance task was slower 

Increased commission errors on response inhibition task 

Working memory and task-switching unaffected 
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We had three questions 
1. Is cognition similarly affected by different stressors? 

2. Can individual characteristics predict cognitive resilience? 
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R² = 0.3438 
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Participants who reported higher cognitive demand 
were more cognitively resilient 
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R² = 0.1425 
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Cognitive resilience was not predicted by 

resilience, coping, appraisal, fitness or subjective workload 



We had three questions 
1. Is cognition similarly affected by different stressors? 

2. Can individual characteristics predict cognitive resilience? 

3. Does physiology precede performance decrement? 









What can we do with this information? 



Improve awareness of the tasks that can be  
detrimental to cognitive performance 

Account for the greater effort required by a 
cognitive task following a challenge or stressor 



Use cognitive demand as a training stimulus 

Can we combine challenges or stressors to 
enhance the adaptation? 
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